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Abstract Bayesian matrix factorization (BMF) is a powerful tool for producing
low-rank representations of matrices and for predicting missing values and pro-
viding confidence intervals. Scaling up the posterior inference for massive-scale
matrices is challenging and requires distributing both data and computation over
many workers, making communication the main computational bottleneck. Em-
barrassingly parallel inference would remove the communication needed, by using
completely independent computations on different data subsets, but it suffers from
the inherent unidentifiability of BMF solutions. We introduce a hierarchical de-
composition of the joint posterior distribution, which couples the subset inferences,
allowing for embarrassingly parallel computations in a sequence of at most three
stages. Using an efficient approximate implementation, we show improvements
empirically on both real and simulated data. Our distributed approach is able
to achieve a speed-up of almost an order of magnitude over the full posterior,
with a negligible effect on predictive accuracy. Our method outperforms state-of-
the-art embarrassingly parallel MCMC methods in accuracy, and achieves results
competitive to other available distributed and parallel implementations of BMF.
Keywords Bayesian matrix factorization · Embarrassingly parallel MCMC ·
Distributed inference · Posterior propagation
1 Introduction
Latent variable models based on matrix factorization have in recent years become
one of the most popular and successful approaches for matrix completion tasks,
such as collaborative filtering in recommender systems (Koren et al, 2009) and drug
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discovery (Cobanoglu et al, 2013). The main idea in such models is, given a matrix
of observed values Y ∈ RN×D, to find two matrices X ∈ RN×K and W ∈ RD×K
with K  N,D, such that their product forms a low-rank approximation of Y:
Y ≈ XW>. (1)
In matrix completion, the matrix Y is typically very sparsely observed, and the
goal is to predict unobserved matrix elements based on the observed ones.
A standard way of dealing with high levels of unobserved elements in matrix
factorization is to model the observed values only (instead of imputing the miss-
ing values), using regularization to avoid overfitting. A probabilistically justified
regularized matrix factorization model was first introduced by Salakhutdinov and
Mnih (2008b), and subsequently extended to a fully Bayesian formulation (called
Bayesian Probabilistic Matrix Factorization, BPMF) (Salakhutdinov and Mnih,
2008a). This formulation sidesteps the difficulty of choosing appropriate values
for the regularization parameters by considering them as hyperparameters, plac-
ing a hyperprior over them and using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) to
perform posterior inference. Additional advantages of the fully Bayesian approach
include improved predictive accuracy, quantification of the uncertainty in predic-
tions, the ability to incorporate prior knowledge, as well as flexible utilization of
side-information (Adams et al, 2010; Park et al, 2013; Porteous et al, 2010; Simm
et al, 2015).
Given the appeal and many advantages of Bayesian matrix factorization, ap-
plying it also to massive-scale matrices would be attractive but scaling up the
posterior inference has proven difficult, and calls for distributing both data and
computation over many workers. So far only very few distributed implementations
of BMF have been presented in the literature. Recently, Ahn et al (2015) proposed
a solution based on distributed stochastic gradient Langevin dynamics (DSGLD),
and showed empirically that BMF with DSGLD achieves the same level of pre-
dictive performance as Gibbs sampling. However, the convergence efficiency of the
DSGLD solution is constrained by several factors such as the nee for careful tuning
of the learning rate t and for using an orthogonal group partition
1 for training.
When a model is trained with blocks in an orthogonal group, in each iteration
it only makes use of a small subset of the full data set for learning, which could
lead to an estimate with higher variance and slowing down the convergence speed.
S¸ims¸ekli et al (2015) developed a similar distributed MCMC method based on
SGLD for large generalised matrix factorization problems, which they called Paral-
lel SGLD (PSGLD); see also S¸ims¸ekli et al (2017) for an application of the method
to non-negative matrix factorization (NMF). Different from DSGLD, PSGLD is
implemented such that for each iteration, only blocks of W instead of the whole W
need to be transferred among parallel workers. Nevertheless, this solution suffers
from the same issues as DSGLD. Vander Aa et al (2017) presented a distributed
high-performance implementation of BPMF with Gibbs sampling using the TBB
and GASPI libraries, and provided an empirical comparison with other state-of-
the-art distributed high-performance parallel implementations. They found that a
significant speed-up could only be achieved with a limited number of workers, after
1 This partition is used to avoid conflicting access to parameters among parallel workers, and
refers to a partition scheme in which rows and columns included in one block do not appear
in the other ones.
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which the addition of more workers eventually leads to a dramatic drop in parallel
computation efficiency due to the increased communication overhead (Vander Aa
et al, 2016, 2017). Therefore, a key factor in devising even more scalable distributed
solutions is to be able to minimize communication between worker nodes.
One of the most promising directions in large-scale Bayesian computation
in recent years has been embarrassingly parallel MCMC, a family of essentially
communication-free algorithms, where the data are first partitioned into multi-
ple subsets and independent sampling algorithms are then run on each subset in
parallel (Minsker et al, 2014; Neiswanger et al, 2014; Scott et al, 2016; Srivastava
et al, 2015; Wang and Dunson, 2013; Wang et al, 2014, 2015). In these algorithms,
communication only takes place in a final aggregation step, which combines the
subset posteriors to form an approximation to the full-data posterior. A key factor
which limits the applicability of such methods for BMF models is that Equation (1)
can be solved only up to orthogonal transformations. Each subset posterior can
therefore converge to any of an infinite number of modes, making the aggregation
step difficult to carry out in a meaningful way. Previous embarrassingly parallel
MCMC algorithms have only been applied in cases where the model is unidentified
up to a finite number of solutions (e.g. Nemeth and Sherlock, 2017) but are not
applicable in a continuum of unidentifiable cases.
In this paper, we introduce an approach which addresses the unidentifiability
issue by introducing dependencies between the subset posterior inferences, while
limiting the communication between workers. We will draw inspiration from the
observation that even though an infinite number of solutions to Equation (1)
exist in principle, in practical computation with a finite number of observations,
a sampler with finite chain-length will only explore a small number of solutions,
each corresponding to a separate mode. The key idea is to encourage the samplers
in all subsets to target the same set of solutions; note that this does not restrict
generality as the standard way of finding other modes, by employing additional
chains, is available here as well.
In large BMF problems we partition the data matrix Y along both rows and
columns, effectively making different subsets dependent on parameters shared by
subsets on the same rows and columns. To implement the dependencies in the
inference, we divide the subsets into three groups, which are processed in a hierar-
chy of three consecutive stages (see Figure 1). The posterior distributions obtained
in each stage are propagated forwards and used as priors in the following stage.
This way, communication only takes place between the stages and not between
the subsets within a stage, and each subset inference is regularized using informa-
tion from the relevant subset inference in the preceding stage. Note that within
each stage, we perform the inference for subsets in parallel. Thus, for a partition
scheme with r × c subsets, the maximum number of parallel workers that can be
used by our algorithm is equal to the number of subsets in the third stage, i.e.
(r − 1) × (c − 1). We refer to the proposed procedure as posterior propagation
(PP). Table 1 compares the computational characteristics of PP with previous
approaches for parallel and distributed BMF / NMF.
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Fig. 1 An example illustrating posterior propagation (PP) for a data matrix Y partitioned
into 3×4 subsets. Subset inferences proceed in three successive stages, with posteriors obtained
in one stage being propagated as priors to the next one; the numbers in the Y matrix denote the
stage in which the particular subset is processed. Within each stage, the subsets are processed
in parallel with no communication.
Table 1 Comparison of different implementations of parallel and distributed BMF / NMF
for a data matrix Y ∈ RN×D. We assume a a maximum of U compute nodes available for
distributed inference and a partition scheme of (
√
U + 1) × (√U + 1) for all methods. The
number of latent dimensions and iterations are K and T , respectively. For simplicity, Y is
assumed to be fully observed. For our method, the K2 term is due to using a full covariance
matrix for the posterior of parameters W and X. For BMF + DSGLD, the
√
U + 1 term
is applied only when
√
U + 1 parallel chains are deployed. Note that communication cost is
incurred only when the model is running on multiple compute nodes (distributed memory).
Also note that the cost of loading the data is ignored; there is no communication incurred
during inference for the embarrassingly parallel methods.
Models
Tune learning Shuffle Optimal
Communication costrate or train data partition
hyperparam. per iter.
BMF + DSGLD X X Squared O((N +D)K(√U + 1)T )
(Ahn et al, 2015) orthogonal
NMF + PSGLD X X Squared O(DKT )
(S¸ims¸ekli et al, 2017) orthogonal
Distributed BPMF
- - Load balance O((N +D)K(U − 1)T )
(Vander Aa et al, 2017)
Proposed method - - Flexible O((N +D)(K +K2)√U)
1.1 Contributions and overview of the paper
The main contributions of our paper are as follows: In Section 3, we introduce
a hierarchical, exact decomposition of the joint posterior of the BMF model pa-
rameters, which makes possible embarrassingly parallel computations over data
subsets in a sequence of at most three stages, limiting all communication to take
place between the stages. This decomposition is computationally intractable in
general; however, in Section 4 we build on it to develop a MCMC-based approx-
imate inference scheme for BMF. In the numerical experiments of Section 5, we
show empirically, with both real and simulated data, that the proposed distributed
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approach is able to achieve a speed-up of almost an order of magnitude over the
full posterior, with a negligible effect on predictive accuracy, compared to MCMC
inference on the full data. In the experiments, the method also significantly out-
performs state-of-the-art embarrassingly parallel MCMC methods in accuracy, and
achieves competitive results compared to other available distributed and parallel
implementations of BMF.
2 Background
2.1 Bayesian matrix factorization
Let Y ∈ RN×D be a partially observed data matrix, X ∈ RN×K = (x1, . . . ,xN )>
and W = (w1, . . . ,wD)
> ∈ RD×K be matrices of unknown parameters. The gen-
eral Bayesian matrix factorization (BMF) model is then specified by the likelihood
p(Y|X,W) =
N∏
n=1
D∏
d=1
[
p
(
ynd|x>nwd
)]1nd
, (2)
which is a probabilistic version of Equation (1). Here 1nd denotes an indicator
function which equals 1 if the element ynd is observed and 0 otherwise.
While the general BMF model is agnostic to the choice of distributional form,
in many applications, the elements ynd of the data matrix are assumed to be
normally distributed, conditionally on the parameter vectors xn and wd,
p
(
ynd|x>nwd
)
= N
(
ynd|x>nwd, τ−1
)
, (3)
where τ denotes the noise precision. Note that some formulations specify an indi-
vidual precision τd for each column. To complete the Bayesian model, priors are
placed on the model parameters X and W, commonly normal priors specified as
p
(
X|µX, Λ−1X
)
=
N∏
n=1
NK
(
xn|µX, Λ−1X
)
, (4a)
p
(
W|µW, Λ−1W
)
=
D∏
d=1
NK
(
wd|µW, Λ−1W
)
, (4b)
where NK denotes a K-dimensional normal distribution with covariance specified
in terms of the precision matrix. The model formulation may additionally include
priors on some or all of the hyperparameters µX, ΛX, µW, ΛW, as well as on the
data precision parameters τd (e.g. Bhattacharya and Dunson, 2011; Salakhutdinov
and Mnih, 2008a). For concreteness, we proceed in this paper with the Gaussian
case, as specified in Equations (3–4b), but note that the developments of Section 3,
along with Algorithm 1, are general with no reference to this choice of distributions
for likelihood and priors.
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2.1.1 Unidentifiability of matrix factorization
It is commonly known that the solution of Equation (1) is unique only up to
orthogonal transformations. To demonstrate this unidentifiability, let P be any
semi-orthogonal matrix for which PP> = IK , IK being a K×K unit matrix, and
denote Yˆ := XW>. Then, performing an orthogonal transformation by right-
multiplying both X and W by P, leads to
XP(WP)> = XPP>W> = XW> = Yˆ,
by which an uncountable number of equally good solutions to Equation (1) can
be produced.
As a special case, let P be a K×K unit matrix with the kth diagonal element
set to −1. The matrix P is then clearly orthogonal (also semi-orthogonal), since
P>P = PP> = IK . Right-multiplying X and W by P has the effect of flipping
the signs of all elements in the kth columns of these matrices. It can then easily
be verified that the product of the resulting matrices remains unchanged. Since
any of the K columns of X and W can have their signs flipped without affecting
the product Yˆ, within this family of transformations we have 2K equally good
solutions for Equation (1).
Although the unidentifiability of a single matrix factorization task could be
addressed by e.g. constraining W to be a lower triangular matrix (Lopes and
West, 2004), expensive communication would be needed for distributed inference
schemes to ensure all the posteriors are jointly identifiable.
2.2 Embarrassingly parallel MCMC
Consider now a parametric model p(Y|θ) with exchangeable observations Y =
{y1, . . . ,yN} and parameter θ for which we wish to perform posterior inference
using MCMC. If N is very large, the inference may be computationally too ex-
pensive to be carried out on a single machine. Embarrassingly parallel MCMC
strategies aim to overcome this by partitioning the data Y into multiple disjoint
subsets Y(1) ∪ · · · ∪Y(J) = Y, and running independent sampling algorithms for
each subset using a down-weighted prior p(θ)1/J . In most embarrassingly parallel
MCMC algorithms, the aggregation of the obtained subset posteriors into a full-
data posterior is based, in one way or another, on the following product density
equation:
p(θ|Y) ∝ p(θ)p(Y|θ) =
J∏
j=1
p(θ)1/Jp
(
Y(j)|θ
)
, (5)
where each factor p(θ)1/Jp
(
Y(j)|θ
)
constitutes an independent inference task.
Aggregating the joint product density equation with satisfactory efficiency and
accuracy is in general a challenging problem, since the involved densities are un-
known and represented in terms of samples. For a recent overview of various subset
posterior aggregation techniques, see Angelino et al (2016).
Standard embarrassingly parallel inference techniques relying on Equation (5)
are not well-suited for unidentifiable models, such as the BMF model presented in
Section 2.1. To illustrate this, consider the following simple example:
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Example 1 Assume that we have observed a data matrix
Y =
[
1 4 16
]
,
conditional on which we wish to estimate the parameters X and W of the corre-
sponding BMF model. A plausible inference may then result in a bimodal posterior
with high density regions around, say, the exact solutions
X =
[
4
]
, W =
[
0.25 1 4
]
,
and −X,−W. Next, assume that we split the data into three subsets
Y(1) =
[
1
]
, Y(2) =
[
4
]
, Y(3) =
[
16
]
,
and conduct independent inference over each of them. Again, plausible subset
inferences may accumulate posterior mass around some set of exact solutions, say,
X =
[
1
]
, W(1) =
[
1
]
,
X =
[
2
]
, W(2) =
[
2
]
,
X =
[
4
]
, W(3) =
[
4
]
,
along with their corresponding negative solutions. However, aggregating these in-
ferences using Equation (5) does not necessarily lead to a posterior with high
density around any correct solution.
Ideally, we would like all subset inferences in the above example to target the same
solutions in order for them to reinforce each other. To do so, it is clearly necessary
to impose some constraints or regularization on them. One way of doing this is to
equip the inferences with strong enough prior information. We will build on this
idea in the following section.
3 Hierarchical Parallelization of BMF
Let us now assume that a data matrix Y has been partitioned with respect to
both rows and columns into I × J subsets Y(i,j), i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J . It
then follows from Equations (2, 4a, 4b), that the joint posterior density of the
BMF parameter matrices X and W, given the partitioned data matrix Y, can be
factorized as
p(X,W|Y) ∝ p(X) p(W) p(Y|X,W) (6)
=
I∏
i=1
p
(
X(i)
) J∏
j=1
p
(
W(j)
) I∏
i=1
J∏
j=1
p
(
Y(i,j)|X(i),W(j)
)
.
Our goal is to develop an equivalent decomposition that fulfils the apparently
contradictory aims of both allowing for embarrassingly parallel computations and
making the subset inferences dependent.
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3.1 From sequential to parallel inference
We begin with the simple case of having only three subsets. With I = 1 and
J = 3, the parameters of the partitioned BMF model are X, W(1), W(2) and
W(3). Sequential inference (exploiting no parallelism) over Y can then be per-
formed in three successive stages as follows. In the first stage, the posteriors for
the parameters X and W(1), given Y(1), are computed as
p
(
X,W(1)|Y(1)
)
∝ p(X)p
(
W(1)
)
p
(
Y(1)|X,W(1)
)
. (7)
In the second stage, the posterior from the first stage is used as a prior for the
shared parameter X to compute
p
(
X,W(1),W(2)|Y(1),Y(2)
)
∝ p
(
X,W(1)|Y(1)
)
p
(
W(2)
)
(8)
× p
(
Y(2)|X,W(2)
)
.
In the above stage, using the posterior obtained in Equation (7) as a prior can be
interpreted as a form of regularization, which encourages the inference to target
the same set of modes as the first stage. Finally, using the posterior from the
second stage as a prior in the third stage then gives the full-data posterior as
p (X,W|Y) = p
(
X,W(1),W(2),W(3)|Y(1),Y(2),Y(3)
)
∝ p
(
X,W(1),W(2)|Y(1),Y(2)
)
p
(
W(3)
)
× p
(
Y(3)|X,W(3)
)
.
In general, a data set partitioned into J subsets will require J stages of sequential
inference to obtain the full posterior.
We will now consider an alternative, partly parallelizable inference scheme,
which begins with an initial stage identical to that of the above sequential scheme.
However, instead of processing the subsets Y(2) and Y(3) in sequence, we process
them in parallel. Regularizing the inferences with a common informative prior,
obtained in the first stage, introduces dependence between them and encourages
the targeted solutions to agree with each other. This leads to the following decom-
position:
p (X,W|Y) ∝ p
(
X,W(1)|Y(1)
)
(9a)
×
[
p
(
X,W(1)|Y(1)
)
p
(
W(2)
)
p
(
Y(2)|X,W(2)
)]
(9b)
×
[
p
(
X,W(1)|Y(1)
)
p
(
W(3)
)
p
(
Y(3)|X,W(3)
)]
(9c)
× p
(
X,W(1)|Y(1)
)−2
, (9d)
where the right-hand side of line (9a) corresponds to the first stage, lines (9b)–
(9c) correspond to the second stage, with the two remaining subsets now being
processed in parallel. Finally, an aggregation stage combines all of (9a)–(9d).
With J = 2, the number of stages for the parallel scheme is exactly the same
as for the sequential one. However, while the sequential scheme always requires J
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stages, the number of stages for the parallel scheme remains constant for all J ≥ 3.
A key challenge is then to be able to carry out the aggregation stage efficiently.
Strategies for aggregation are discussed further in Section 4.2.
3.2 Posterior propagation
We will now extend the idea introduced above for arbitrary partitions of Y and
show that this yields an exact decomposition of the full joint distribution (6). As Y
is partitioned along both columns and rows, our hierarchical strategy is conducted
in three successive stages. Communication is only required to propagate posteriors
from one stage to the next, while within each stage, the subsets are processed in
an embarrassingly parallel manner with no communication. The approach, coined
posterior propagation (PP), proceeds as follows:
Inference stage I. Inference is conducted for the parameters of subset Y(1,1):
p
(
X(1),W(1)|Y(1,1)
)
∝ p
(
X(1)
)
p
(
W(1)
)
p
(
Y(1,1)|X(1),W(1)
)
. (10)
Inference stage II. Inference is conducted in parallel for parameters of sub-
sets which share columns or rows with Y(1,1). Posterior marginals from stage 1
are used as priors for the shared parameters:
p
(
X(i),W(1)|Y(1,1),Y(i,1)
)
(11a)
∝ p
(
W(1)|Y(1,1)
)
p
(
X(i)
)
p
(
Y(i,1)|X(i),W(1)
)
,
p
(
X(1),W(j)|Y(1,1),Y(1,j)
)
(11b)
∝ p
(
X(1)|Y(1,1)
)
p
(
W(j)
)
p
(
Y(1,j)|X(1),W(j)
)
,
for i = 2, . . . , I and j = 2, . . . , J .
Inference stage III. The remaining subsets are processed in parallel using
posterior marginals propagated from stage II as priors:
p
(
X(i),W(j)|Y(1,1),Y(i,1),Y(1,j),Y(i,j)
)
(12)
∝ p
(
X(i)|Y(1,1),Y(i,1)
)
p
(
W(j)|Y(1,1),Y(1,j)
)
p
(
Y(i,j)|X(i),W(j)
)
.
Product density equation. Combining the submodels in Equations (10–
12), for all i and j, and dividing away the multiply-counted propagated posterior
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marginals yields the following product density equation:
p(X,W|Y) ∝ (13)
p
(
X(1),W(1)|Y(1,1)
)
×
I∏
i=2
[
p
(
X(i),W(1)|Y(1,1),Y(i,1)
)
p
(
W(1)|Y(1,1)
)−1]
×
J∏
j=2
[
p
(
X(1),W(j)|Y(1,1),Y(1,j)
)
p
(
X(1)|Y(1,1)
)−1]
×
I∏
i=2
J∏
j=2
[
p
(
X(i),W(j)|Y(1,1),Y(i,1),Y(1,j),Y(i,j)
)
× p
(
X(i)|Y(1,1),Y(i,1)
)−1
p
(
W(j)|Y(1,1),Y(1,j)
)−1 ]
.
The following theorem higlights the fact that this is indeed a proper decomposition
of the full posterior density.
Theorem 1 Equation (13) is, up to proportion, an exact decomposition of the full
posterior p(X,W|Y) given in Equation (6).
The proof of the theorem is given in Appendix A.
4 Approximate inference
In the previous section, we introduced a hierarchical decomposition of the joint
posterior distribution of the BMF model, which couples inferences over subsets but
allows for embarrassingly parallel computations in a sequence of (at most) three
stages. The challenge with implementing this scheme in practice is threefold, and
relates to the analytically intractable form of the BMF posterior: i) propagating
posteriors efficiently from one stage to the next, ii) utilizing the posteriors of one
stage as priors in the next stage, and iii) aggregating all subset posteriors at the
end. In this section, we propose to resolve these challenges by using parametric
approximations computed from subset posterior samples obtained by MCMC in
each stage.
Computational schemes for distributed data settings, combining MCMC with
propagation of information through parametric approximations have recently been
explored by Xu et al (2014) and Vehtari et al (2018). Nevertheless, their expec-
tation propagation algorithms for distributed data require frequent communica-
tion among parallel workers to share global information, which could become a
bottleneck for large-scale computational problems where the number of model pa-
rameters scales linearly with the number of data samples. On the other hand, the
proposed method only requires communication between stages of inference. While
our focus here is on sampling-based inference, it is worth emphasizing that the de-
composition introduced in Section 3.2 is itself not tied to any particular inference
algorithm. Thus, it could also be combined e.g. with variational inference.
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4.1 Parametric approximations for propagation of posteriors
We present here three alternative approaches for finding tractable approximations
from posterior samples. A generic algorithm for the proposed inference scheme
using these approximations is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Distributed BMF with approximate posterior propagation.
// Inference stage I
1 Draw samples from posterior of BMF with data Y(1,1) and priors p(X), p(W);
2 Find approximations p̂
(
X(1)|Y(1,1)), p̂ (W(1)|Y(1,1));
// Inference stage II
3 for i = 2 : I in parallel do
4 Draw samples from posterior of BMF with data Y(i,1) and priors p(X),
p̂
(
W(1)|Y(1,1));
5 Find approximations p̂
(
X(i)|Y(1,1),Y(i,1)), p̂ (W(1)|Y(1,1),Y(i,1));
6 end
7 for j = 2 : J in parallel do
8 Draw samples from posterior of BMF with data Y(1,j) and priors p̂
(
X(1)|Y(1,1)),
p(W);
9 Find approximations p̂
(
X(1)|Y(1,1),Y(1,j)), p̂ (W(j)|Y(1,1),Y(1,j));
10 end
// Inference stage III
11 for i = 2 : I in parallel do
12 for j = 2 : J in parallel do
13 Draw samples from posterior of BMF with data Y(i,j) and priors
p̂
(
X(i)|Y(1,1),Y(i,1)), p̂ (W(j)|Y(1,1),Y(1,j));
14 Find approximations p̂
(
X(i)|Y(1,1),Y(i,1),Y(i,j)),
p̂
(
W(j)|Y(1,1),Y(1,j),Y(i,j));
15 end
16 end
// Aggregation
17 Aggregate subset posteriors to approximate the full-data posterior using Algorithm 2;
Gaussian mixture model approximation. For the first approach, we note
that the posterior distributions represented by the samples are typically multi-
modal due to the inherent unidentifiability of the BMF model. Gaussian mixture
models (GMM) are universal approximators of probability distributions, that is,
given sufficiently many components, they can approximate any continuous distri-
bution with arbitrary accuracy. Thus, they are a reasonable parametric approxi-
mation of the posterior.
Dominant mode approximation. Our second approach is based on the in-
tuition that for purposes of prediction in matrix completion tasks, it is sufficient
to find only one of the possibly infinitely many solutions to the matrix factor-
ization problem. In this approach, we therefore locate the dominant mode from
each posterior distribution. We then fit a multivariate Gaussian to the samples
correspoding to this mode only, and propagate it as a prior to the following stage.
Moment matching approximation. Our final approach presents an inter-
mediate between the previous two approaches. Here, we fit a unimodal multivariate
Gaussian to the entire set of posterior samples for each parameter using moment
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matching. Beyond its simplicity, propagating Gaussian approximations for priors
has the appeal that the inferences in different stages (i.e. steps 1, 4, 8, 13 in Algo-
rithm 1) can be processed as a standard BMF. It also has the usual interpretation
that the log-posterior corresponds to a sum-of-squared-errors objective function
with quadratic regularization terms (Salakhutdinov and Mnih, 2008b). Finally,
the moment matching approximation brings our scheme in close relation to recent
work on expectation propagation for distributed data (Xu et al, 2014; Vehtari et al,
2018), but with only limited-communication and a single pass over the data as in
assumed density filtering.
4.2 Approximating the product density equation for aggregation
Each subset posterior inference results in a joint distribution for subsets of the
parameters X and W, approximated by a set of samples. Direct aggregation of
these joint distributions using the product density equation (13) is a computa-
tionally challenging task. For computational efficiency, and to enable the use of
the approximations introduced above, we simplify the task by decoupling the pa-
rameters and performing the aggregation by posterior marginals. With parametric
approximations for each subset posterior marginal available (steps 2, 5, 9, 14 in
Algorithm 1), we aggregate them by multiplying them together and dividing away
all multiply counted propagated posteriors.
We assume that the marginal distributions over the parameter matrices can
be factorized along rows into a product of K-dimensional distributions, i.e.
p̂(X|Y) =
N∏
n=1
p̂(xn|Y), p̂(W|Y) =
D∏
d=1
p̂(wd|Y).
The dominant mode and moment matching approximations both produce uni-
modal multivariate Gaussian representations for each row of the parameter matri-
ces. By the properties of Gaussian distributions, the aggregated posterior for the
nth row of X is then obtained as
p̂ (xn|Y) = NK
(
xn | µˆ∗xn ,
[
Λˆ∗xn
]−1)
, (14)
Λˆ∗xn = Λˆ
(1)
xn +
J∑
j=2
(
Λˆ(j)xn − Λˆ(1)xn
)
,
µˆ∗xn =
[
Λˆ∗xn
]−1Λˆ(1)xn µˆ(1)xn + J∑
j=2
(
Λˆ(j)xn µˆ
(j)
xn − Λˆ(1)xn µˆ(1)xn
) ,
where µˆ
(j)
xn , Λˆ
(j)
xn , j = 1, . . . , J , denote the estimated statistics of the posterior for
the jth submodel. Note that for submodels indexed by j = 2, . . . , J , the effect of
the first submodel (j = 1) has been removed. The aggregation of each p̂(wd|Y) is
done in similar fashion.
For the GMM approach, the posterior marginal for each wd and xn is a mixture
with density f(x) =
∑
c pˆic ·N
(
xn; µˆ
c
xn , [Λˆ
c
xn ]
−1
)
. Maintaining this approximation
in the aggregation phase would lead to the computationally challenging problem
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of dividing one mixture by another. Emphasizing speed and efficiency, we instead
apply Equation (14) using pooled mixture components:
µˆ(j)xn =
C∑
c=1
pˆic · µˆcxn
[Λˆ(j)xn ]
−1 =
C∑
c=1
(
pˆic[Λˆ
c
xn ]
−1 + pˆic · (µˆcxn − µˆ(j)xn )(µˆcxn − µˆ(j)xn )>
)
.
To improve the numerical stability of using Equation (14), we additionally
apply an eigenvalue correction to correct for occasionally occurring non-positive
definite matrices in the aggregation, which is summarized in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Posterior marginal aggregation of p(xn|Y) using eigenvalue
correction. The function EigenvalueCorrection(M) finds the smallest eigen-
value of a non-positive definite symmetric matrix M, and adds its abso-
lute value and a small constant to all diagonal elements. The aggregation of
p(wd|Y) is done analogously.
1 for j = 2 : J in parallel do
2 if Λˆ
(j\1)
xn = Λˆ
(j)
xn − Λˆ(1)xn is positive definite then
3 Λˆ
∗(j)
xn = Λˆ
(j)
xn
4 else
5 Λˆ
∗(j\1)
xn = EigenvalueCorrection
(
Λˆ
(j\1)
xn
)
;
6 Λˆ
∗(j)
xn = Λˆ
∗(j\1)
xn + Λˆ
(1)
xn
7 end
8 end
9 Λˆ∗xn = (2− J)Λˆ
(1)
xn +
∑J
j=2 Λˆ
∗(j)
xn ;
10 µˆ∗xn =
[
Λˆ∗xn
]−1 (
(2− J)Λˆ(1)xn µˆ(1)xn +
∑J
j=2 Λˆ
∗(j)
xn µˆ
(j)
xn
)
;
4.3 Scalability
This section provides a brief discussion about the scalability of the above inference
scheme in terms of computation time and communication cost. With U workers
available, both rows and columns can be partitioned into
√
U + 1 parts, assuming
for simplicity an equal number of partitions in both directions (note, however, that
this is not a requirement for our method). This results in a total of U + 2
√
U + 1
subsets. The computational cost of a typical BMF inference algorithm per iteration
is proportional to (N+D)K3+MK2, whereN andD are the respective dimensions
of the observation matrix, M is the number of observed values, and K is the
number of latent dimensions. Thus, for each submodel, the theoretical computation
time is proportional to
t0 :=
[
(N +D)K3/(
√
U + 1) +MK2/(U + 2
√
U + 1)
]
T,
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assuming an equal number of observations in each subset and T iterations. Thus,
the initial stage can be completed with one worker in time t0, inference stage
II can be processed with 2
√
U workers in time t0, and inference stage III can be
completed with U workers in time t0. Finally, the aggregation step mainly involves
calculating the product of multivariate Gaussian distributions, which can be done
with 2(
√
U + 1) parallel workers in time proportional to
ta :=
max(N,D)√
U + 1
(K +K2).
Therefore, the total computation time of the algorithm with U worker nodes is
proportional to the sum of the computation times of each inference stage plus the
computation time of the aggregation, t = 3t0 + ta.
In terms of communication cost, the proposed inference scheme requires first
communicating inputs to workers and then collecting the outputs for aggregation.
The inputs consist of two parts: data and prior distributions. As workers use non-
overlapping parts of the data, the total amount of communication needed to load
the data is proportional to the number of observations M . Each worker receives
parameters for (N +D)/(
√
U + 1) distributions, each with L parameters; for the
dominant mode and moment matching approximations L is proportional to K+K2
and for the Gaussian mixture model approximation it is proportional to C(K +
K2), where C is the number of components and K2 is due to using a full covariance
matrix for the posterior of parameters. As there are U workers, the total amount
of communication needed for input distributions is proportional to
√
U(N +D)L.
The output distributions are of the same size as the input distributions. Thus, the
communication cost at the aggregation stage is the same as the communication
cost of input distributions.
5 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the empirical performance of our limited-communication
inference scheme for BMF, posterior propagation with parametric approx-
imations, by comparing it with both embarrassingly parallel MCMC methods in
Section 5.4, and available state-of-the-art parallel and distributed implementations
of BMF and non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) in Section 5.5. In Section
5.6, we further analyse the advantage of our method over embarrassingly parallel
MCMC in terms of encouraging a common representation for model parameters
to facilitate subset posterior aggregation. Details about the implementation, test
setup and data sets are provided in Sections 5.1–5.3.
5.1 Implementation
For posterior inference in each subset, we use our R implementation2 of the BPMF
Gibbs sampler presented by Salakhutdinov and Mnih (2008a)3. BPMF considers
2 An implementation of BMF with PP, with highly optimized C libraries, is available in
SMURFF software on github (bmfpp branch): https://github.com/ExaScience/smurff
3 We have corrected an apparent error in the original formulation of the update formula
for [W∗0 ]
−1, where S should be calculated with S = 1
N
∑N
i=1(xi − X)(xi − X)T (Murphy,
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the noise precision τ as a constant and places a normal-Wishart prior on the
hyperparameters µW and ΛW, as well as on hyperparameters µX and ΛX. In
the first stage of PP, we sample all parameters of the BPMF model. However, in
the second and third stages, we sample hyperparameters µW and ΛW only when
the posterior of W is not propagated. Similarly, hyperparameters µX and ΛX are
sampled only when the posterior of X is not propagated.
We have introduced three alternative approaches (in Section 4.1) to estimate
subset posteriors from samples:
1. The GMM approximation fits a mixture of multivariate Gaussians to a clus-
tering of the posterior samples (PP GMM).
2. The dominant mode approximation fits a multivariate Gaussian to the samples
of the dominant mode (PP DM).
3. The moment matching approximation fits a unimodal multivariate Gaussian
to the entire set of posterior samples (PP MM).
For a computationally fast way of implementing the first two algorithms, we
first use the nonparametric λ-means clustering algorithm (Comiter et al, 2016)
to cluster the posterior samples, then (i) for PP DM we choose the cluster with
the maximum number of posterior samples to estimate the posterior, (ii) for PP
GMM we estimate the posteriors for top-N modes/clusters. In our experiments,
we use the top-3 modes. When using the estimated GMM as a prior for BMF, we
perform Gibbs sampling in a similar way as for mixture models; denoting by µˆcxn
and Λˆcxn the estimated mean and precision, respectively, of mode c in the posterior
of parameter xn:
1. Compute the probability p
(
xn|µˆcxn , [Λˆcxn ]−1
)
of generating the parameter for
each mixture component, i.e. the likelihood of xn.
2. Calculate the responsibility γ (xcn) = pˆic · p
(
xn|µˆcxn , [Λˆcxn ]−1
)
of each compo-
nent to explain xn.
3. Choose the component with the maximum γ (xcn) as the propagated prior for
xn, and update the parameter with its statistics.
The above procedure is done analogously for wd.
5.2 Test setup
We evaluate the distributed inference methods using simulated data and three real-
world data sets: MovieLens-1M, MovieLens-20M and ChEMBL. In addition
to inference on full data for medium-sized data sets, we predict missing values
using column means; this benchmark serves as a baseline and sanity check.
We evaluate performance by predictive accuracy. To this end, we randomly
partition the data into training and test sets and use root mean squared error
(RMSE) on the test set as performance measure. For prediction in the experiments,
we use Equation (1) with posterior means as values for X and W. Furthermore,
2007) rather than S = 1
N
∑N
i=1 xix
T
i . Alternatively, one could use the original formula for S
and calculate [W∗0 ]
−1 with [W∗0 ]
−1 = W−10 +NS +
β0N
β0+N
(µ0 −X)(µ0 −X)T −NX(X)T or
[W∗0 ]
−1 = W−10 +NS + β0µ0(µ0)
T − β∗0µ∗0(µ∗0)T (Teh, 2007).
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we use wall-clock time4 to measure the speed-up achieved by parallelization. The
reported wall-clock time for our method is calculated by summing the maximum
wall-clock times of submodels for each inference stage plus the wall-clock time of
the aggregation step5.
In all experiments, we ran Gibbs sampling with 1200 iterations. We discarded
the first 800 samples as burn-in and saved every second of the remaining samples
yielding in total 200 posterior samples. The results were averaged over 5 runs. For
parallelization, we experiment with different partitioning schemes; a partitioning
scheme r×c means that rows are partitioned into r and columns into c subsets. The
partitioning scheme 1×1 refers to the full data. Note that the maximum number of
parallel workers that can be used by our algorithm is equal to the number of sub-
sets in the third stage, i.e. (r−1)×(c−1). We also tested two ordering schemes. In
the first scheme, rows and columns are permuted randomly (row/column order:
random). In the second scheme, the rows and columns are reordered into a de-
scending order according to the proportion of observations in them (row/column
order: decreasing). Thus, the most dense rows and columns are processed in the
first two stages, by which the subsequently propagated posteriors can be made
more informative.
The configuration of compute nodes that we used to run the experiments in
Subsections 5.4–5.5 is given in Appendix B.
5.3 Data sets
The MovieLens-1M (Harper and Konstan, 2015) data set consists of 1,000,209
movie ratings by 6,040 users on 3,706 movies. Approximately 4.5% of the elements
of the movie rating matrix, where each user corresponds to a row and each movie
to a column, are observed. The MovieLens-20M (Harper and Konstan, 2015)
data set contains 20 million ratings from 138,493 users on 27,278 movies; that is,
about 0.53% of the elements are observed. Following Simm et al (2015), we set
τ = 1.5 and K = 10 for performance analysis.
The ChEMBL (Bento et al, 2014) data set describes interactions between
drugs and proteins using the pIC50 measure. The data set has 15,703 rows corre-
sponding to drugs and 346 columns corresponding to proteins, and contains 59,280
observations which is slightly over 1% of the elements. Again, we follow Simm et al
(2015) to set τ = 5 and K = 10. As ChEMBL contains only 346 columns, we only
partitioned the rows.
For these real-world data sets, we conduct a 5-fold cross-validation study where
20% of observations are withheld and used as test set.
To complement the real data sets, we generated simulated data sets with
6,040 observations and 3,706 features as follows: We set the number of latent
4 Wall-clock time measures the real time between the start and the end of a program. For
parallel processes, we use the wall-clock time of the slowest process.
5 In our current implementation, we run each stage on a cluster as an array job consisting of
multiple independent processes. While in this implementation communication between stages
is done using read and write operations on disk, its effect on total computation time is negligible
as this needs to be done at most three times during the entire progam, and the amount of data
communicated is relatively small.
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Fig. 2 Test RMSE and wall-clock time on ChEMBL (left) and MovieLens-1M (right) data
in (a-b), and MovieLens-20M data in (c) with K = 10. The size of legends/symbols indicates
different partition schemes. Lower RMSE is better. PP MM works best for all three data sets,
followed by PP GMM and PP DM.
factors to K = 5. The elements of the matrices W and X were generated indepen-
dently from the standard univariate normal distribution. Finally, we generated the
data with Y = XW>+ , where the  is a noise matrix whose elements were gen-
erated from a standard normal distribution. For learning, we set the parameters
K and τ to the corresponding correct values, i.e., K = 5 and τ = 1. We generated
5 independent simulated data sets.
In many real-world applications, such as collaborative filtering and the ChEMBL
benchmark, the data are very sparsely observed. We analyse the predictive perfor-
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mance of the model with respect to different types of missing data. To this end,
we randomly select 80% of the data as missing, use these missing data as test
set and the remaining data as training set. To additionally simulate not-missing-
at-random data as the second simulated data scenario, we first assigned weights
wn and wd to each row and column, respectively, such that they form an equally
spaced decreasing sequence 0.9, . . . , 0.005. Then we assigned the element ynd to
the test data with probability wnwd; this results in a matrix with about 80% of
elements missing. This is referred to as the structured missingness scenario.
5.4 Comparison with embarrassingly parallel methods
In this subsection, we compare the predictive performance and computation times
of the proposed inference scheme to those of the full model, as well as the following
algorithms for embarrassingly parallel MCMC6:
1. Parametric density product (parametric) is a multiplication of Laplacian
approximations to subset posteriors. The aggregated samples are drawn from
the resulting multivariate Gaussian (Neiswanger et al, 2014).
2. Semiparametric density product (semiparametric) draws aggregated sam-
ples from multiplicated semi-parametric estimates of subset posteriors (Neiswanger
et al, 2014).
3. Random partition tree (randomPARTree) works by first performing space
partitioning over subset posteriors, followed by a density aggregation step
which simply multiplies densities across subsets for each block and then nor-
malizes (Wang et al, 2015). Aggregated samples are drawn from the aggregated
posterior.
All of the above algorithms are implemented in the Matlab PART library7. We
ran the randomPARTree algorithm with different values for its hyperparameters
(i.e. min cut length=0.001 or 0.01, min fraction block=0.01 or 0.1, cut type=“kd”
or “ml”, local gaussian smoothing=true or false) for pilot analysis, and found
that there are no significant differences in the predictive performance for different
values for the hyperparameters. Thus, for this algorithm, we use KD-tree for space
partition and 1000 resamples for final approximation, and use the default values
for the other hyperparameters provided in the library.
5.4.1 Results
The results for ChEMBL, MovieLens-1M, MovieLens-20M, and simulated data
are shown in Figures 2 and 3. To improve the readability of the plots, we only
plot RMSE for the two posterior aggregation methods that give the best perfor-
mance for embarrassingly parallel MCMC on each data set. In the following, we
summarize the major conclusions of this evaluation.
6 We found that running BMF with Gibbs sampler for each subset using down-weighted
priors p(X)1/I and p(W)1/J could lead to numerical instabilities (i.e. resulting in non-positive
definite precision matrices). Therefore, we chose to run BMF for each subset with the stan-
dard normal priors p(X) and p(W), and then divided away the multiply-counted priors when
aggregating the subset posteriors.
7 https://github.com/wwrechard/random-tree-parallel-MCMC
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Fig. 3 Test RMSE and wall-clock time on simulated data with 80% missing values. Lower
RMSE is better. Left: values missing at random. Right: missing data generated with the
structured missingness scenario. Nearly horizontal curves imply that posterior propagation
speeds up computation with almost no loss on accuracy.
As a general conclusion, we found that posterior propagation can give almost an
order of magnitude faster computation times with a negligible effect on predictive
accuracy, compared to MCMC inference on the full data matrix; this can be seen on
simulated data and MovieLens (Figure 3 and right-hand side of Figure 2 (a)). The
almost horizontal RMSE curves for our methods on MovieLens-20M and simulated
data indicate that posterior propagation speeds up computation with almost no
loss on accuracy. Note that without approximations, PP would give the same
results as the full model. The difference between them therefore quantifies the
effect of the approximations made in our approach.
Of the embarrassingly parallel MCMC methods, the parametric aggregation
method gives the best predictive accuracy on ChEMBL and MovieLens-1M data.
Posterior propagation provides better predictive accuracy (lower RMSE values)
than any of the embarrassingly parallel MCMC methods on all of the data sets
considered. We also found out that reordering rows and columns, in a decreasing
order with respect to the number of observations, usually improves the accuracy
of posterior propagation compared to using a random order of rows and columns;
this can be seen on the sparsely observed MovieLens-1M data (right-hand side of
Figure 2 (a,b)). In Appendix C, we analyse the results in Figures 2 and 3 from
another perspective to show the wall-clock time speed-up as a function of the
number of parallel workers.
We further explored empirically whether posterior propagation can produce
good prediction for users and items with only a few observations. This is useful
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Fig. 4 Test RMSE with respect to user frequency (i.e. the number of ratings the users have
in the training set) on MovieLens-1M (row/column order: decreasing) data with K = 10 for
different partition schemes. Here the fullPosterior refers to the posterior on the full data (i.e.
partition scheme 1 × 1). Compared with the embarrassingly parallel methods, our proposed
methods can produce predictions with lower variance for all user groups and produce predic-
tions comparable with that of the full posterior if the size of the subset is large enough (e.g.
subset with 1,208 rows by 742 columns for partition scheme 5× 5).
for cold-start problems, i.e., recommendation for new users with very few observed
ratings. For this analysis, we visualize test RMSE versus the number of ratings per
user in the training set in Figure 4. Again, we observed that compared with the
alternative embarrassingly parallel MCMC methods, our methods show superior
performance for all user groups and improve prediction for users with very few
observed ratings.
5.5 Comparison with other parallel and distributed implementations
In this subsection, we show that our method achieves competitive results compared
to alternative implementations of parallel and distributed BMF, while keeping the
communication requirement bounded. To this end, we compare our method on
large-scale data (MovieLens-20M) with the following implementations:
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1. Distributed parallel BPMF8 (D-BPMF): a state-of-the-art C++ imple-
mentation of distributed BPMF with Gibbs sampler (Vander Aa et al, 2017).
It supports hybrid communication for distributed learning, which utilizes TBB
for shared memory level parallelism and Global Address Space Programming
Interface (GASPI) for cross-node communication.
2. NMF with parallel SGLD9 (NMF + PSGLD): OpenMP implementation
of non-negative matrix factorization with parallel SGLD (S¸ims¸ekli et al, 2017).
This is an open source software that is similar to BPMF with distributed
SGLD10 (Ahn et al, 2015). This software requires careful tuning of hyperpa-
rameters in order to avoid numerical instabilities/overflow issues and get rea-
sonable predictions. We set  = 0.0001, β = 2 (using a Gaussian likelihood),
λ = 0.01, initStd = 0.5 for the experiment based on a pilot study.
For our method, we used a 20 × 20 partition scheme with the same setup as
for the experiments in Figure 2(c): i.e. K = 10, T = 1200 iterations for Gibbs
sampling and a burn-in of 800 samples. Note that our method was implemented
in the R language without any optimization, while the other two methods were
implemented with highly optimized C libraries. For the sake of obtaining compa-
rable results, the RMSE was obtained using our R implementation (same as in
Figure 2(c)), while the wall-clock time is an estimate computed by using D-BPMF
within each individual data subset in the three stages of our posterior propagation
scheme. For each subset, we used a single node with 24 cores, resulting in a total
of (20− 1)2 = 361 parallel processes (one per node) for the third stage.
Since only the OpenMP implementation of NMF + PSGLD was available to
us, it was run within a single compute node with no cross-node communication.
5.5.1 Results
The results of the comparison are shown in Table 2. The approximations made
in our approach (BMF + PP) have only a slight negative effect on the RMSE
compared to D-BPMF, which makes no distributional approximations and should
therefore be close to the accuracy of the full model (not computed here because
of its large size). On the other hand, in terms of computation time, our method
is able to leverage the combination of a high level of parallelism and a very low
communication frequency compared to D-BPMF, which requires frequent commu-
nication. Varying the number of nodes / cores for the latter yields results which
are consistent with the empirical finding of Vander Aa et al (2017): parallel effi-
ciency initially improves with increased parallelism, but begins to level off as the
number of nodes increases beyond the boundary of fast network connections in
the HPC cluster. A further point to note is that the communication cost of D-
BPMF increases linearly with respect to the number of MCMC samples while ours
stays constant, thus, the longer chains we run, the more advantage we get. Finally,
NMF + PSGLD performs worse than the other alternative methods in terms of
predictive accuracy and wall-clock computation time. This is partially due to the
difficulty of tuning the hyperparameters for each specific data set for the DSGLD
and PSGLD methods.
8 https://github.com/ExaScience/bpmf
9 https://perso.telecom-paristech.fr/simsekli/nmf_sgmcmc/
10 The software for large scale BPMF with distributed SGLD is not publicly available.
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Table 2 Comparison of performance for different implementations of distributed BMF / NMF
on MovieLens-20M data. The communication costs are computed using the formulas in Table 1
and consider cross-node (distributed memory) communication only. Note that for D-BPMF,
communication takes place in every iteration, whereas for the proposed method communication
is only required between stages of inference. Also note that in practice the factor (K + K2)
in the cost of the proposed method reduces to K(K + 3)/2 due to the precision matrix being
symmetric.
Model #Nodes/#cores RMSE Wall-clock time (s)
Communication cost
(floating-point unit)
Proposed method
361/8664 0.789 70 3.15 · 106 · (K +K2)
(BMF + PP)
D-BPMF
1/24 0.779 204 -
2/48 0.781 158 1.65 · 105 ·K · T
8/192 0.780 89 1.16 · 106 ·K · T
(Vander Aa et al, 2017) 64/1536 0.772 124 1.04 · 107 ·K · T
85/2040 0.780 120 1.39 · 107 ·K · T
NMF + PSGLD
1/24 0.903 9837 -
(S¸ims¸ekli et al, 2017)
5.6 Correlations of the subset posteriors
We observed in Section 5.4 that compared with existing embarrassingly parallel
methods, the proposed method can provide a better trade-off between predictive
accuracy and wall-clock time on several benchmark data sets. In this section,
we investigate empirically to what extent our method is able to encourage joint
identifiability via dependencies between the inferences in different subsets.
For this purpose, we compute for our method the correlations between the
posterior expected means of parameters in subsets sharing rows or columns, and
compare them to the corresponding correlations produced by embarrassingly par-
allel MCMC, see Figure 5. For example, for the partition scheme in Figure 1,
we would calculate the correlations of posterior means for subsets as follows:
cor(Xˆ(1,1), Xˆ(1,j)), cor(Xˆ(i,1), Xˆ(i,j)), cor(Wˆ(1,1), Wˆ(i,1)), cor(Wˆ(1,j), Wˆ(i,j)),
for i = 2, · · · , I, j = 2, · · · , J . For embarrassingly parallel MCMC, to avoid low
correlations due to mis-aligned permutations of the latent dimensions in different
submodels, highly correlated latent dimensions were aligned prior to calculating
the correlations between the posterior means.
An obvious trend from Figure 5 is that the correlation scores of posterior es-
timates generated by our method are much higher than those of embarrassingly
parallel MCMC. The observation suggests that by propagating the posteriors ob-
tained from the earlier stage to the next stage as priors, our method can produce
highly dependent subset posteriors. On the other hand, since existing embarrass-
ingly parallel MCMC methods do not introduce any dependencies between the
inferences for different subsets, they are unable to enforce a common permutation
and scaling for parameters, making the aggregation step challenging for unidenti-
fiable models.
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Fig. 5 The correlations of posterior estimates of different subsets for different variants of the
proposed method and embarrassingly parallel MCMC on MovieLens-1M data with K = 10,
for different partition schemes. Compared to embarrassingly parallel MCMC, the proposed
method can produce posterior estimates which are highly correlated between different subsets,
suggesting that it can enforce a common representation for model parameters, making the
aggregation of submodels feasible.
6 Discussion
We have introduced a hierarchical embarrassingly parallel strategy for Bayesian
matrix factorization, which enables a trade-off between accuracy and computation
time, and uses very limited communication. The empirical evaluation on both real
and simulated data shows that (i) our distributed approach is able to achieve a
speed-up of almost an order-of-magnitude, with a negligible effect on predictive ac-
curacy, compared to MCMC inference on the full data matrix; (ii) our method also
significantly outperforms state-of-the-art embarrassingly parallel MCMC methods
in accuracy, and (iii) performs comparably to other available distributed and paral-
lel implementations of BMF. We further show that, unlike existing embarrassingly
parallel approaches, our method produces posterior estimates, which are highly
correlated across different subsets and thus enable a meaningful aggregation of
subset inferences.
We have experimented with both inclusive approximations (GMM and MM;
attempting to include all sampled modes, which is still restricted to a small fi-
nite number) as well as exclusive approximations (DM; attempting to exclude all
but one mode, a property shared with variational inference). In our current set-
ting, the inclusive approximations gave more consistent performance, striking a
balance between restricting the set of solutions to encourage identifiability and
letting the sampler explore good solutions. While the proposed approximations
work well, more accurate representations for subset posteriors could be consid-
ered instead, in particular for aggregation (e.g. Wang et al, 2015). This would
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be relevant especially if we were interested in an accurate, global representation
of the joint distribution of X and W, instead of predicting unobserved elements
of the data matrix Y, which was the case in our current work. While more so-
phisticated representations may improve accuracy, they come at the expense of
increased computational burden. An additional motivation to consider alternative
subset posterior representations is to be able to establish theoretical guarantees
for the global model, which despite their good empirical performance, are not
straightforward to give for the current approximations.
Several works on distributed learning for BMF (e.g. BMF with DSGLD (Ahn
et al, 2015), NMF with parallel SGLD (S¸ims¸ekli et al, 2017)) assume (implicitly)
that the models are trained with blocks in an orthogonal group (or squared par-
tition), in order to avoid conflicting access to parameters among parallel workers.
In our work, we do not make any assumptions about the partition scheme, and
our method can therefore work flexibly with diversified partition schemes, which
depend on the size of the data in both dimensions. For instance, it can work with
partitions only along the row direction for tall data, or partitions only along the
column direction for fat data, or partitions along both row and column directions
for tall and fat data.
The focus of our work has been to develop an efficient and scalable distributed
learning scheme for BMF. In doing so, we have assumed implicitly that the data are
missing at random, following many other works on BMF. While many (if not most)
real-world data sets exhibit non-random patterns on missingness, we have handled
such patterns using the simple strategy of reordering rows and columns into a
descending order according to the proportion of observations in them. Thus, the
most dense rows and columns are processed during the first two stages, by which
the subsequently propagated posteriors can be made more informative. However,
it is also possible to handle non-random patterns of missing values in a more
principled manner. In the context of matrix factorization, Herna´ndez-Lobato et al
(2014) modelled the generative process for both the data and the missing data
mechanism, and showed empirically that learning these two models jointly can
improve performance of the MF model. This strategy would be straightforward to
incorporate within our distributed scheme.
Finally, we have run experiments on a scale of only tens of millions of elements,
but there is no obstacle for running the proposed distributed algorithm on larger
matrices. Indeed, the proposed approach as such is not implementation-dependent,
and it could be used together with any available well-optimized (but more com-
munication intensive) implementation to enable further scaling beyond the point
at which parallel efficiency would otherwise begin to level off.
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A Proof of Theorem 1
The claim of the theorem is easily verified by rewriting the equation using the factorizations
in Equations (10)–(12):
p(X,W|Y) ∝
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)
p
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B Hardware platform
The experiments for our method and embarrassingly parallel MCMC were performed on Triton
(Aalto Science-IT), a cluster with more than 200 compute nodes. The nodes used for the
experiments are equipped with dual 12-core Xeon E5 2680 v3, a clock speed 2.50GHz and
128 GB of RAM. One node was used for posterior inference for each subset. The experiments
for distributed / parallel implementations of BMF and NMF were conducted on Salomon
(IT4Innovations), a cluster with 576 nodes, each equipped with dual 12-core Intel Xeon E5-
2680v3, a clock speed 2.50GHz and at least 128 GB of physical memory per node.
C Wall-clock time speed-up
The results for RMSE vs. different partition schemes in Figure 2 and 3 provide a trade-off
between predictive performance and computation time. In this section, we revisit the results
for simulated data and MovieLens-1M to analyse the scaling behaviour of our method by
evaluating wall-clock time speed-up with respect to the number of workers. We follow Lian
et al (2015) and compute the wall-clock time speed-up (WTS) as follows:
WTS =
Wall-clock time of model on the full data
Wall-clock time of distributed method
The results of this analysis are given in Figure 6(a) and Table 3. The theoretical scaling be-
haviour for an arbitrary fixed problem size is shown in Figure 6(b), where we use the definition
of computation time derived in Section 4.3 as a function of the number of workers. We conclude
that the general behaviour in the empirical results is well in line with what we expect from
our discussion in Section 4.3, with the actual scale factor depending on the problem-specific
configurations (e.g. data size, partition scheme), implementation and hardware.
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(b) Theoretical scaling behaviour
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Fig. 6 Scaling behaviour of our method (a) on simulated data with rows and columns in a
decreasing order; (b) theoretical scaling behaviour. The x-axis represents the maximum number
of parallel workers that can be used by our method for different partition schemes, the left
y-axis is the wall-clock time (solid curve), and the right y-axis is the speed-up (dashed curve).
Table 3 Wall-clock time speed-up on MovieLens-1M and simulated data.
Partition #Workers
Decreasing order Random order
RMSE Wall-clock time (s) WTS RMSE Wall-clock time (s) WTS
MovieLens-1M
30x30 841 0.8881 1473 23.056 0.9194 1363 24.419
10x10 81 0.8603 4529 7.498 0.8896 3710 8.971
5x5 16 0.8512 10398 3.266 0.8735 8583 3.878
3x3 4 0.8485 18894 1.797 0.8605 16195 2.055
1x1 1 0.8470 33956 1.0 0.8470 33283 1.0
Simulated data
30x30 841 1.018 1357 87.069 1.020 1252 94.097
10x10 81 1.009 4069 29.029 1.009 4037 29.186
5x5 16 1.008 11542 10.234 1.008 11467 10.276
3x3 4 1.008 28749 4.109 1.008 27873 4.227
1x1 1 1.008 118124 1.0 1.008 117830 1.0
